Summer Research Assistant: Create materials & help build a new online experiential learning system with Harvard Psychology

Join researchers in the Harvard Vision Sciences Laboratory in the Psychology Department for the Summer! We have two opportunities that could be separate positions for two different candidates, or combined for the right applicant.

1: Create “how to” explanatory materials and promotional videos for online psychological experiments that will be used in classrooms across the country. Skills required: video making, design, and writing/editing.

2: Assist in online experiment building, data systems setup, and platform development. Skills required: psychology and/or computer science background.

These are paid positions, approximately 5-10 hours/week for one, or 10-15 hours per week for both combined. Depending on the needs of the project & candidate availability, it is possible this opportunity could continue through the Fall semester. To apply, please email your cover letter and resume to Sarah Cohan at sarahc@wjh.harvard.edu, specifying in which position(s) you are interested.

Project funded by Harvard Initiative for Learning and Teaching and directed by Ken Nakayama (Psychology), Krzysztof Gajos (Computer Science) and Ryan Enos (Government).